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From Learners to Leaders 

COST: $120 PER COURSE (5 CLASSES) 

SESSION 1– 9:00 AM-10:30 AM SESSION 2- 10:30-12:00 PM 

K-2: CHEFS IN THE LABORATORY K-2: CODING & TECHNOLOGY FOR KIDS 

K-2: ART, PAPER, SCISSORS K-2: PRIMARY STEAM 

3-5: CODING & TECHNOLOGY FOR KIDS 3-5: CHEFS IN THE LABORATORY 

3-5: MAKERSPACE 3-5: WINTER WONDERLAND CRAFTS 

(Course Descriptions on Back) 
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Chefs in the Laboratory 

Have you ever wondered how things work? Discover, explore, and learn about our wonderful 

world through tasty science experiments! Eat slime!  Construct the layers of the Earth and 

claim you have eaten the world! Come join us and explore the possibilities!   *If your child has 

food allergies we will make every effort to accommodate his/her needs, but please be aware 

that all ingredients are not guaranteed to be free of all various allergens. 

 

Coding and Technology for Kids 

Have you ever wondered how to code a video game, create animations or your own story on 
the computer? Want to have fun on the computer and get creative? We will explore computer 
science through coding, educational websites, videos and unplugged lessons.  

 

Makerspace- Explore, Design, Build, Create! 

Calling all kids!  We need your creative minds to explore, invent and problem solve through 
hands-on learning tasks.  You will work both individually and collaboratively on STEAM- based 
activities.  Get ready to create things like luge tracks, obstacles for marbles, circuits, and simple 
pneumatic machines. 

Primary STEAM 

This course is designed to enhance children’s thinking skills by having them participate in 

 exciting and stimulating science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics activities. Chil-
dren will build projects, spend time in observation stations and use art materials to record  

experiences.  

   

Winter Wonderland Crafts 

Do you have an interest in the winter and enjoy the snow? Join this hands-on & “COOL” session 
to create your own puffy paint snowman, snowflakes, personalized snow globes, and design a 
mug ALL while indoors! We’ll even make colorful snowflakes to brighten up the wintertime and 
enjoy a cup of hot chocolate!  
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